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0. INTRODUCTION 
In proving the Freiheitsatz for discrete groups F”(xo , x1 ,..., Q/(r) with 
single defining relator, one may assume that the relator r belongs to the 
normal subgroup N=(x,, x1,..., x,-r) generated by the subset {x0,x1 ,..., x,-r} 
of the free group F”(xo , x1 ,..., xm), and one then builds up the normal sub- 
group N/(r) of FO(x, , x1 ,..., zc,,J/(r) by a process of successive amalgamations, 
followed by a passage to the direct limit (see [4, Sect. 4.4, p. 2521.) This 
paper grew out of an attempt to imitate the process for pro-p-groups. Two 
difficulties arise: First, the amalgamation of two pro-p-groups over a common 
closed subgroup need not exist, in the sense that the canonical maps into 
the push-out need not be injective (see [7]), and, secondly, the usual categor- 
ical direct limit (or colimit) of the amalgamations, when they do exist, does 
not give us the desired closed normal subgroup of the pro-p-group with one 
defining relator. To be more specific, let F(x, y) be the free pro-p-group on 
two generators x and y, and let (r) be the closed normal subgroup of F(x, y) 
generated by an element r EF(x, y). For each p-adic integer i, we write 
xi = y-Qyi, ri = y-Qyi, 
and we suppose that r belongs to the closed subgroup of F(x, y) generated 
by xh, %+I ,..., Xh+n (A E & n E N>. (If r is a (finite) word in x and y, this 
assumption is always verified, modulo a change in basis.) Replacing the basis 
{x, y} by (y-%yh, y> if necessary, we may assume without loss in generality 
that h = 0. If  n = 1 and the image of x in F(x, y)/(r) is of infinite order, 
then the amalgamationF(x, , x1 , xz)/(ro , rr) ofF(x, , xJ(ro) andF(x, , xa)/(r,), 
with respect to the pro-cyclic subgroup generated by the images of x1 in 
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F(xo J 4/(yo) and F(x i , x,)/(Y~) is known to exist (see [7]). One can also form 
the amalgamations 
F(x-1 ) x0, XlW-1 , yo),F(x-2 , x-1, x0 > Xl ,%J/(~-2 3 y-1 , yo, Yl)> 
etc.; however, one cannot expect (X)/(Y) to be the colimit of the amalgamations 
Ei = F(Q , z-i+1 ,..., x~)/(Y-i , YC~+~ ,..., Y+~), 
since if yj = 1 for all j E Z, then lim Ei is the free pro-p-group generated by 
the image {xi : i E Z> of the set Z, and has cardinality 
2ZN” > 2*0 = 1 F(x,y)l. 
We know that if we give the p-adic topology to Z, then (x) is freely generated 
by the topological space h [2]. We will show that (X)/(Y) is an inverse limit of 
push-outs of “circular diagrams.” Our main result, (see Theorem I), consists 
of sufficient conditions for the map 
J-p, 7 x1 ,*a-, %MYo) - (4/(y) =m Y)/(Y), 
that sends the image of xi to the image of the conjugate y-C@ (0 < i ,< n), 
to be injective. An example is given to show that, contrary to the situation 
for discrete groups, this is not always the case. 
We are particularly interested in defining relators r(j) of the type r(j) = 
XpL(ad ~)j(y), where K,j > 1, (ad x)(y) is the commutator (x, y), and 
(ad x>j+i(y) = (x, (ad ~)j(y)). It follows from Labute [5, Theorem 4’1 that 
F(x, y)/(~(j)) has cohomological dimension 2 for j = 1, 2,..., pk - 1. Our 
main result enables us to go one step further, and prove that the cohomological 
dimension is still 2 for j = prc (Theorem 3). 
1. CIRCULAR AMALGAMS 
We keep the notation of the Introduction and the assumption that Y 
belongs to the closed subgroup of F(x, y) generated by x0 , xi ,..., x, . We 
identify this closed subgroup with F(x, , x1 ,..., x,) and (x) with 
F(Z,) = ~F(Z/p”Z) = &lF(x,: i E qpq 
k 
(see [2].) For pk > n + 2, we write Z/pV! = (0, l,...,pk - l> and we let 
Y,‘, YI’,..., Y& denote the images of yo, rl ,..., Y+-~ respectively under the 
map 
(x) = F(Xi : i E Z,) --j F(Xi : i E Z/p”‘?!) 
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that identifies xi and xj when i = j mod p”b, . For each j E 7/pkZ, there is an 
obvious map 
~lj,k : F(x~ , Xi+1 ,..., Xj+n)/(yj) -+ Dk = f(xi : i E Z/pkZ)/(rf’: i E H/pkZ). 
One easily sees that 
(x)/(r) = ]im Dk , 
and the maps aj,k are the canonical maps into the push-out D, of the “circular 
diagram” consisting of the pro-p-groups 
Gj = F(xj > Xj+l >*.a) Xj+n)/(lj), F(xj > Xj+l ,...j Xj+n-l)> 
and the maps 
Pi : F(xj 3 xj+l j-**, xj+n-1) -+ Gj > 
pi: F(xj 7 Xj+l )...) Xj+n-1) + Gj-1 (j E ElPk4 
that send each xi to its natural image K. 
THEOREM 1. Let w be the (t, p)-filtration [6, Chap. II, Sect. 3.21) on 
Go = F(x, , xl >..., xn)/(yo), (n a l), 
and suppose that gr Z~ # gr %j whenever i # j (0 < i, j < n). Suppose that 
(i) the subsets S = {gr x0, gr %i ,..., gr ~,-i} and T = {gr x;, gr X$ ,..., gr z%} 
of the set of distinct generators gr %,, , gr %l ,..., gr X, for the mixed Lie algebra 
gr G, freely generate free mixed Lie subalgebras L, and L, , respectively, 
(ii) L, n L, is freely generated by S n T (with L, n L, = (0) if 
SnT= m). 
Then 
(a) For every i E Z, the map 
Gi = F(xi , xi+1 ,..., xi+nY(~i) - bW> CF(x, Y)/(Y) 
that sends each X~ to the image of y-%yj in (x)/(r), is injective; 
(b) every proper subset of {3i , %i+l ,..., z$+~} freely generates a free 
pro-p-group in F(x, y)/(r); 
(c) for every s E N and j E {i, i + l,..., i + s}, the obvious maps 
Gj -tF(xi 9 Xi+1 T.-., Xi+s+n)/(Yi , Yi+l >..a) ri+s) 
are ifljective. 
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Proof. By abuse of notation, we will use the same letter w to denote the 
(t, $)-filtration on various pro-p-groups. To prove (b), we may, without loss 
in generality, take i = 0. If  {ir ,..., &} is a proper subset of (0, I,..., n> and 
cp: F(xil ,..., xi,> -3~ > xl ,.--, xn)/(r,), is not injective, then there exists 
an element f EF(xi ,..., xi,) such that p(f) = 1 and w(f) < co. However, 
this is impossible, since (i) implies that v  induces an injection 
So (b) follows from (a). Part (c) of the theorem can be deduced, for s = 1 at 
least, from a theorem by Ribes [7]. It is also a by-product of the proof of (a) 
given below. 
First we introduce some terminology and notations. Let 0 < y, < p1 < 
P2 -=c ... be the (discrete) set of values in [w of the filtration w on G, . Clearly 
the set of values is the same for the (t, p)-filtration on each Gi and the (t, p)- 
filtration on any finitely generated free pto-p-group (see [6]). Let 
Gjm’ = {g E Gi: w(g) 2 &. 
The free pro-p-groups 
ui,j = F(xi 3 xi+1 y.e.9 Xi+n-1) (j E (1, L, nl), 
vi,j =F(xi+j P xi+j+l Y***Y Xi+n)3 
are embedded in Gi . We write 
Uj,’ = (24 E Ui,j: W(U) > m}, 
vjy = {n E v,,j: W(zq > mm>. 
We say that a finite p-group Y,,, contains an image of the circular amalgam 
(GJGlm’licZ/pkZ if there are homomorphisms oli : GJGl”’ ---f Y, such that 
for all i EZ/~V and j = {1,2,..., n}, the restriction of CQ to V~,j/V,!s’ agrees 
with the restriction of oli+j to Ui,,,,/U$~,j . A sequence 
contained in {Gi/G~m)}ieZ,p~z is said to be properly mapped into Y, if there 
are maps 01~ satisfying the above condition for i, i + j E {s, s + I,..., s + t}. 
I f  these maps are all injective, then the sequence is said to be properly embedded 
in Y, . Note that if we can find such proper embeddings for every m, then it 
follows from nrnsN GA”’ = (I) (see [6, Chap. II, p. 66]), that there are 
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embeddings of G, , G,,, ,.,., G,,, into the product nmEN Y,,, , which induce 
a map from 
into nrnEN Y, . In this case the canonical maps 
Gi ---f P, (s<i<s+t) 
are injective, and P, is called the amalgamation of the sequence 
Gs > G s+1 ,*.., G s+t . 
LEMMA 1. For every m E N and pk 3 3nm - 2n + 2, one can find a 
$nite p-group Y,,, , containing an image of the circular amalgam {Gi/Gjm)}i~z,nkz, 
such that for t = n(m - l), the sequence 
GIG:“‘, G,,IGk~ 3.. ., Gv~-sIGp~-w 
is properly embedded in Y, . 
Proof. The proof will go by induction on m. For the first step, let 
pk > n + 2 and Yi = grUOF(xO , xi ,..., x,~-J. For each i E Z/p”& the 
hypothesis (ii) implies [8, Chap. I, Proposition 251) that one has an embedding 
which sends gr %h to gr xh . Thus, the circular amalgam {Gh/Gfil)}hoz,~z is 
embedded in Y, . 
The Induction Step 
Let pk >, 3nm + n + 2. Suppose that the circular amalgam {Gi/Gjm)}iez,pkz 
is mapped into a finite p-group Y,,, by the maps hi (i ~z/p”,iZ), and hi is 
injective for i E {t, t + 1 ,..., pk - 2t - l}. For each i E h/pQ!, we choose a 
complementary subspace C, of the subspace gr,mUi,, + grtimVi,i of the 
IF,-vector space grUmGi . Let 
The subspace grlLm U,,, + gr,,- V,,l of gr,,m Gi can be embedded in grUm F(x, , 
x1 ,..., x+-J in a natural way, and this embedding can be extended in a 
natural way to an embedding of gr,,m Gi in A, so that for each j E { 1, 2,..., n}, 
a,,, VU and c+,, U,+j,j are both identified with the intersection of the 
images of gr,% Gi and grUm G,+j in A. Let 
rr:A-ta= 0 gr,mF(xt+n , xt+n+l , . . . , ~~-~t+d 
&I/42/1-2 
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be the map that is the identity on @ipB19~z Ci , and coincides on gr,,m F(x, , 
xi ,..., x+-i) with the restriction of the projection q of the free mixed Lie 
algebra grF(x, , x1 ,..., x,~-i) onto the free mixed Lie algebra grF(x,+, , 
xt+n+1 >-a-, x~Q~+& where q maps gr xi onto gr xi for i E (t + n, t + n + 1, 
. . . . pk - 2t - n - l} and onto 0 for i E {-2t - n, -2t - n + l,..., 
t + n - 11. In what follows, we will use the terminology and the corollary to 
[3, Lemma 11. For every i E {t, t + l,..., p” - 2t - n - 11, i E (1, 2 ,..., n} 
the map 
Oi: Gi/Gim+‘) - Gi/Gf”’ r Y,,, 
gives rise to a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
Let 
1 --+ gr,,Vii.l --+ Vi,i/VjF’ -+ Y,, 
f L 0 
1 -----+ grUmGi ---+ IQ$~+~) --% Y,,, . 
t 1 /I 
1 - gr,*ui.i -+ u,,j, ;;1;+l) ----+ Y, 
Vtt,l/Vk+l) c+ (grumVtJ t Ym 
be a standard embedding of V,,,/V,,, w+‘) in the wreath product of grUtn V,., 
and Y,. Since grUm Vtsl is in the center of G,/Gim+‘), we can find standard 
embeddings 
ct: Gt/Gjm+‘) 4 kr,,,,G) l Ym p 
ct+l: GtllGk? c+ (grwmG+l) l Y,, 
such that the following diagram commutes. 
Gt/Gim+‘) a (gr*,,,GJ \ Y, 
t 
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~;TJ, the image of Et+r(grUm V,,,,,) in A 2 Y, is contained in the center 
m , since ct+i maps the subgroup gr+ Gt+i of Gt+JG~~~‘) into the 
diagonal of (grp, Gt+l)Ym. (By the “diagonal” we mean the subgroup of 
constant maps.) Consider now the commutative diagram with exact rows: 
l--+Aym ------+A\Y, ------+Y,,, 
t ” 
1 - gru,Vt+l,l 
Let 
be a standard embedding. By Higman’s corollary to Lemma 1, the composite 
of S and the map 
krumVt+lJ \ Ym 4 (A’“) 1 Ym 
can be extended to a standard embedding: 
and the composite of S and the map 
b,Vt+d 2 Ym = kru,,,ut+2,1)  Y, c-+ (gr,,,,G+d \ Y, 
can be extended to a standard embedding: 
Gt+&+?) a (gre,,,Gt+J Z Y, --+ A 1 Y, C (A’“) \ Y,,, . 
The image of grunt Gt+a, and hence of grp, V,,,,, is in the center of (Arm) \ Y,,,. 
In the above diagram, one can replace the top row by 
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and t by t + 1. We can then again apply Higman’s corollary of Lemma 1, to 
obtain a commutative diagram: 
We proceed in this manner up to the index pk - 2t - n - 1 to obtain 
maps vi : GJGj m+l)C+AZ 2 Y, , where Z = Y$-3t--n-2, that define a proper 
embedding of the sequence 
into AZ 2 Y,,, . For iE{t, t + l,..., pk - 2t - n - l}, define 
Ai’: Gi/Gi(m+l’ C--% A=2 Y,,, --+A”~Y,. 
Note that Ai’ maps gr+ Gi into the diagonal of the subgroup ~zXy~ = (Az)vm 
OfAZZY,. For i E {-2t - n, -2t - n + l,,.., t - l}, define 
A,‘: Gi/G$m+l) - GJG;“” Ai Y,,, ---Ja”\Y,, 
where the last map sends y  E Y, to the pair (y, 0). 
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CLAIM. The circular amalgam (Gi/Gjm+l’)icZ/+Z is mapped into Y,,l = 
A” z Y,,, be the maps Xi’, and the sequence 
%&?‘, G+,+J&::; >. . , Gpk-st-2n-llG~~~~-~~-l 
is (properly) embedded in Y,,, . 
Proof. Clearly the sequence 
Gt/G:m+l’, G,+l/G:y;l), . . . , Gp~-2t+1/G~?2:)-n-l 
is properly mapped into Y,+l , and the sequence 
is properly mapped into Y, , hence into Y,+r , by the induction hypothesis. 
It remains to show that the two sequences are properly linked together at 
the edges. So, suppose that 
iE{p” - 2t - 2n,pk - 2t - 2n + l,..., pa - 2t - n - l}, 
j E 0, 27-v n>, 
i+jE{-2t-n, -2-n+ l,..., -2t-1}, 
and 
Then 
where ti is the image of w in G,+,/G’,Ti . On the other hand, Xi(w) is of the 
form (h,(6), ~~ 0 I+%), where rrz: AZ -+ A” is induced by V: A -+ 2; $ is a 
mapping: Y, + AZ, and z?r is the image of w in G,/Gf”). By the induction 
hypothesis, X,(5) = Xi+i(~). The map Xi factors through a map: 
G.IG!*+l’ C-+ (grumGi) ? Y, C+ A { Y, z, z 
that sends grpm Vi,j into the diagonal of AYm. Hence the mapping I& Y, -+ AZ 
factors as follows. 
Y,,, -+ grumVi,j -+ A f  AZ, 
where the last map is the diagonal map. The images in A of the elements of 
grUm ViSi are homogeneous mixed Lie polynomials in the symbols 
gr xi+d Y  gr %+i+l ,-..) gr Xi+n ; 
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but 
(i +i, i +j + I,..., i + n} c { -2t - n, -2t - n + I)...) t + n - 1). 
Hence r maps these polynomials to 0, and we conclude that & 0 # = 0. 
Thus hi’(~) = A;+&). 
Finally,ifii{(t-tin, t --n + I,..., t - l},i~{l,2 ,..., n},i+j~{t, t + 1, 
. ..) t + n - I>, and 
W E Vi, j/ V$+l) = U<+j, j/ LT~~~~‘, 
then Xi(w) = (Ai( 0). On the other hand, h;+,(w) is of the form (X,+j(elr), 
vz o I)), where ~4: Y, -+ AZ factors as follows. 
Y, + gru,Ui+p,j -+ A 5 AZ. 
The images in A of the elements of gr,,m U,+i,j are homogeneous mixed Lie 
polynomials in the symbols 
Since 
gr %+j , gr xi+j+l ,.-., gr Xi+n . 
(i +j, i +j + l,..., i + fz} C{t, t + l).,., t + n - I}, 
the map r sends these elements to 0, and it follows that zz 0 z/ = 0 and 
hi’(w) = &,j(W). 
To prove the second statement of the claim, we recall that for i E {t + n, 
t + n + l,...,pk - 2t - 2n - l}, Ai’ is the composite map 
A.‘* G.IG!m+l) C.?+ AZ 2 y, 8. t -d”ZY, = Ym+l, 
and vt is injective. If g E Gi/Gi”+l) and Ai’ = 1, then Ai maps the image 
of g in G,/!“) to the identity. Hence g belongs to the kernel grUtlp Gd of 8,. 
The restriction of pi to grUn, G, factors as follows. 
gr,mG, 4 A e AZXYm = (AZ)Ym C, (A’) 2 Y, . 
The images of the elements of grUm Gi in A are uniquely expressible in the 
form c + d, where c E Ci and d is a mixed Lie polynomial in the symbols 
gr xi , gr xifl ,..., gr xi+n . Since 
i, i + l,..., i+nE{t+n,t+n+l,p”-2t-n-l}, 
the restriction of 7~ to the image of grPm Gi in A is injective. It follows that Ai’ 
is injective for all i~{t + 7t, t + n + I,...,p* - 2t - 2n - I}. This proves 
the claim and the lemma. 
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To complete the proof of the theorem, lets E N be kept fixed. The group Y, 
of the lemma also depends on k, and we write Ym,k = Y, for pL > 3nm - 
2n + 2. We may assume, without loss in generality, that i = 0. Let m E N, 
p” > 3n(m - 1) + s + 1 and h E (0, l,..., s}. Let G, N Gh+n(m--l) be the 
isomorphism that sends gi to ~i+~(+r) for all i E {h, h + I,..., h + n}. It 
follows from the lemma that the map 
Ph.m,k: ‘A 
(m) 
A Gh+n(m-1) -----f Gh+n(m--1)/Gh+n(m-1) - Y,n,k 
has kernel Gim’ and the induced maps 
Ph: G -+ n Ym.rc (P” 3 3n(m - 1) + s + 1) 
k.rn 
are injective. These maps all factor through the canonical morphisms 
‘% - F(Xo > XI ,.-a> Xs+n>/(f’, Yl ,.a., “3, 
so that 
eo , Xl ,.-a> %,h>/(YO , Yl ,***, y,) 
is the amalgamation of the sequence G, , G, ,,.., G, , and (c) has been proved. 
We now deduce from the lemma that the map po,nz,r factors as follows. 
P0,m.k: Go Tk. D, = F(x, , xl ,..., xgel)/(r;, rl’ ,...) Y$-1) Olc Ym,k > 
where 7k sends SF~ to the image of xh in D, . The kernel Kk,m. of Q : Go --f D, 
is contained in the kernal Gb”) of P~,,,~. Choose an ascending sequence 
@wJmsN of positive integers, such that pbm 3 3n(m - 1) + s + 1 for all 
m E N. The maps 
t, = Tk,: Go - Dk, 
now induce the desired embedding: 
& Go = @ Go/Kk,.,,, 4 lim Dkm = lim Di = (x)/(r), 
m m 
which sends %h E Go to the image of y-hxyh in (X)/(Y). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose there exists a (t,p)-filtration w on F(x, , x1 ,..., xn), 
n > 1, such that 
(i) t is a (positive) rational number; 
(ii) 4yo) > ll(P - 1); 
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(iii) the element gr r,, is a linear combination, with coe$%cients in IF,[r], 
of Lie commutators in all of the elements gr x,, , gr x1 ,..., gr x, ; 
(iv) if {A,} is the j&ration of A = Z,[[F(x, , x1 ,..., x,)]], which defines 
W, and L is the Lie subalgebra of gr A generated by the elements gr xi , (with 
coeficients in 5,[7;1), then gr r $ ?TL. 
With these hypotheses, the conclusions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 1 are 
valid. 
Proof. Let R, = (r,,) be the closed normal subgroup of F(x, , x1 ,..., x,) 
generated by r,, . The (t, p)-filtration on G,, = F(x,, , x1 ,..., x,J/R,, is the 
quotient filtration of w, and one has an exact sequence 
0 + gr R, -+ grF(x, , x1 ,..., x,) -+ gr G,, -+ 0 
of Lie algebras ([6, Chap. II, 1.1.8.3, 3.21). By [5, Theorem 4’1, gr R, is the 
ideal of grF(x, , xi ,..., xn) generated by gr r, . Since gr r,, is a linear com- 
bination of Lie commutators in which all the elements gr x0 , gr x1 ,.. ., gr x, 
appear, one can, for every proper subset S of {gr x1, gr x, ,..., gr x,}, define 
a map a! from the free mixed Lie algebra gr F(x, , x1 ,..., x,) onto the free 
mixed Lie algebra M(S), generated by S, such that 01 induces a left inverse 
to the map 
i% : M(S) - gr Go , 
Hence ps is injective and 
gr xi E+ gr xi (gr xi E S). 
The hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 2 implies that r, belongs to the Frattini 
subgroup of F(x, , x1 ,..., x,J, so that gr 3s , gr x1 ,..., gr xn are distinct. 
Thus, conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are verified and the result follows. 
Remarks. (i) Let r = x”(y, x”) = x,,Qx;~x~~ = rO . The obvious map 
F(xo) -+ F(xo ! xJ/(rJ has a left inverse, induced by x0 + x0, x1 t-+ xs2. 
Hence the image of x0 in F(x,, , xJ/(r,,) is of infinite order. It is shown in [l] 
that the image of x in F(x, y)/(r) is of order p, which proves that the map 
F(xo , xl)ko) -+ F(x, r)/(r) 
of Theorem 1 (a) is not injective. 
(ii) Let r = x”(x, y) = x:-lx, . Putting y = 1 -p, the following 
congruences in D,, 
xi E xy‘ 
k 
0’ 
x0 = Xpb = xi9 , 
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show that D, g Z/p”+lZ. The groups Gi = F(xi , xi+J(ri) are free on one 
generator, and (ii) of Theorem 1 is not satisfied. However, conclusions (a), 
(b), and (c) of Th eorem 1 are easily seen to be valid. F(x, y)/(r) is a Demugkin 
group of cohomological dimension 2. This defining relator r is of a type 
studied in [2]. 
2. THE DEFINING RELATORS r(j) = xpP(ad x>j(y) (kj E W 
These defining relators are of interest since they tend to thep-th power xPk, 
and the question arises of whether there is some value of j beyond which the 
cohomological dimension of F(x, y)/(r(j)) becomes larger than 2. 
THEOREM 3. Forj = 1, 2 ,..., pk the conclusions (a), (b) and(c) of Theorem 1 
are vdid, and cd(F(x, y)/(r(j))) = 2. 
Proof. The case j = 1 has already been discussed in Remark (ii), so we 
may assume that j > 2. Note that r(j) = xp’(ad x)j(y) = x$(ad x~)~-~(x~). 
The case j = pk will require special attention, so suppose first that j < pk. 
Let m be the smallest natural number such that pn > j, and choose a rational 
number t such that 
Then 
1 
pm-l(p _ 1) > t > j(p !- 1) ’ 
1 
P"(P - 1) ’ 
and 
w(x~m-‘) = pm-9 < l/(p - l), 
w(x;“) = pmt > l/(p - l), 
co($) = pmt + k - m > jt = w(r,$ > l/(p - l), 
gr rt’ = ad(gr x,,)i-‘(gr x1). 
The hypotheses of Theorem 2 and [5, Theorem 4’1 are satisfied. The statement 
on cohomological dimension can be deduced from [5, Theorem 4’1, or from 
the fact, proved in [l], that for these relators cd(F(x, y)/(r(j)) = 2 iff the 
image of x in F(x, y)/(r(j)) is of infinite order. Suppose now that j = pk and 
write r = y(j). Let t = l/pk( p - l), and choose a sequence {tn} of rational 
numbers such that 
I/pk-yp - 1) > t, > t, 
lim t, = t. 
n+oo 
(1) 
(2) 
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For each 7t E N, let W, be the (x, 7, p)-filtration onF(x, , zr), where 7 = (t, , t). 
Then w, satisfies the hypotheses of [5, Theorem 4’1, and it follows from this 
theorem that cd F(x, , xJ(r,) = 2, and the image of x0 in Go = F(xa , xJ(r,,) 
is of infinite order. As mentioned before, cdF(x, y)/(r) = 2 iff the image of x 
in F(x, y)/(r) is of infinite order, So, to complete the proof of the theorem, it 
suffices to verify that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Let us look 
at the mixed Lie algebra grF(x, , x1) corresponding to wIz . From [5, 
Theorem 4’1 it follows that gr(r,) is the ideal generated by gr r, in the free 
mixed Lie algebra grF(x, , x1). Let M([,,) (resp. &I((,) be the free mixed 
Lie algebras generated by one symbol &, (resp. 5,). The map 
Pi : M(&) -+ grF(x, , xd/(gr r0) 
that sends fi to the image of gr xi has a left inverse (i = 1,2) and it follows 
that 
w,(q’) = #(t,) = pit, , if O<i<R, 
= pkt, + i - k, if i>,K, 
cii,(q+) = pi(t), 
where W, is the quotient filtration of w, on G,, (see [6]). Let w be the (t, p)- 
filtration on F(x,, , x1) and u its quotient filtration on G, . Recall (lot. cit.) 
that for every g E G, w(g) is the greatest lower bound of v(g), where v runs 
through all those p-filtration on G that define the topology of G, and for 
which v(x,) > t, ~(3~) > t. So we have 
Letting n to 00, we obtain the formulas 
cqqi> = lpi(t) = G($‘), 
which prove that gr x,, and gr .%?r each generates a free mixed Lie subalgebra 
of gr G,, . To prove that condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied, we let L stand 
for the (free) [F&l-Lie-algebra generated in gr Z,[[F(x,, , x,)]] by gr x0 and 
gr x1, where the grading is defined by w, . We know from [5] that L/(gr r,,), and 
hence its universal enveloping algebra gr Z,[[G,]], is a free If,[r]-module. 
Letting 12 -+ co, we easily deduce that, w.r.t. the (t, p)-filtration on G, , 
7GPk gr X0 # 7#Pk gr %r 
and (ii) immediately follows. 
for all i, K > 0, when defined, 
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